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Certain moments are to be cherished...
and we are extremely lucky to be able to share our home with you, in a truly idyllic country setting.

The Domaine de la Pommeraye is a former farm that was once part of the nearby and eponymous Château:
the choice of light-coloured stone for its construction, the noblest in the region, its monumental buildings... each detail within this 
exceptional example of the region’s finest farms reminds us how important it was to honour the lord of the manor. Today, its new 

vocation is to welcome you for a few hours or a few days, and to offer you a choice of relaxing and invigorating packages, concocted so 
you can truly escape, for a time away from time...

So come and let yourself go at the spa, embark on our genuine Sensory Journeys, succumb to the charm of our guest rooms and suites, 
naturally equipped with all the modern comforts (but don’t expect to find a TV here!), or relish in some local produce over a table d’hôte 

meal with us: because a good meal, absorbing exchange and spontaneous laughter are all equally beneficial!

We are happy to be your hosts and your guides, so that, at every instant, you can concentrate on...
Silence, Nature... And You!

Yann & Hervé
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The rare and simple privilege 
of letting go...

A soothing atmosphere, delicious scents 
and sounds from elsewhere... each 
care ritual, each wellness massage is a 
symphony in its own right, an art totally 
devoted to relaxation.

How about a spa care itinerary, where 
every step is privatised?
Or a single well-being or beauty care 
option?

The choice is yours, so come and 
compose your day, as you please!

Choose your own 
spa care time
Details of our ‘à la carte’ spa options 
can be found in the ‘Rituals & Wellness 
Care’ document

Think only of yourself, 
and all your tensions 
disappear...
Privatised bathing rituals (pool, 
sauna, steam bath)

Relax, and relax again
in the tea room, over a vitalising 
gourmet break

Your time here
the total length of your care programme

Indulge yourself in a genuine well-being journey
YOUR SENSORY JOURNEYS

At the Domaine de la Pommeraye, each stopover along your 
well-being itinerary is private, for you and you alone to enjoy...
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YOUR SENSORY JOURNEY TREATMENT AND 
MASSAGE DURATION

THE POOL, STEAM ROOM 
AND SAUNA 

JUST FOR YOU
TEA ROOM TOTAL TIME 

AT THE SPA

FIRST SPA 15’

30’ 
at the swimming pool

30’ 
at the steam room 

or at the sauna

A peaceful moment of 
relaxation will end your day 

at the spa: 
A vitalising gourmet break!

2H 79

DISCOVERY 30’ 2H15 85

ZEN 45’ 2H30 105

FAR HORIZONS 60’ 2H45 119

TRANQUILITY 75’ 3H00 135

SERENITY 90’ 3H15 155

SUBLIME 120’ 3H45 199

SYMPHONY 150’ 4H15 235

PRECIOUS 180’ 4H45 269  

YOUR SPA IN SUISSE NORMANDE



If you prefer to compose your own day
YOUR À LA CARTE WELLNESS MASSAGES AND SPA TREATMENTS

You’d just like one spa treatment, and perhaps the pool… 
Of course you can, for when you book here, we ensure you optimal well-being by privatising each step along your way.

You’d like more spa care, to prolong your itinerary 
Complete your day with a beauty care option, a facial or a body massage.

You’re here to stay, and you’ve already tested the pool 
A treatment option or a massage should suffice.

BEAUTY, HAIR REMOVAL, NAIL CARE (extract)

Gentle hand and foot care 45 Hair removal - total bikini 26
French manicure (or standard varnish) 25 (or 20) Hair removal - chest or back 30
Hair removal - eyebrows or chin 10 Hair removal - full leg 30
Hair removal - underarm or bikini or eyebrow creation 15 Facial package (eyebrows + leeps + chin) 26
Hair removal - half legs or arms 16 Bikini, underarm, legs package 50
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YOUR TREATMENT OR WELLNESS MASSAGE

30’ 49
45’ 75
60’ 89
75’ 105
90’ 125
120’ 169
150’ 205
180’ 239

YOUR GOURMET BREAK (BOOKING REQUIRED)

Feeling peckish?

1 sweet or savoury snack + 1 drink 9

1 hearty salad meal, cheese, 
dessert + 1 drink 28

YOUR EXCEPTIONAL RITUAL 
IN THE HANDS OF 2 SPA CARERS

45’ 125

YOUR PRIVATE BATHING RITUAL

Privatised pool 30’ 20

Privatised Hammam/Sauna 30’ 20

Time in the tea room: Included - to enjoy after your treatment.



1 or 2 nights 3 nights and +

COSY ROOM
Ideal for a short stay, attention to your comfort and decoration in a harmonious medley of bygone styles and today’s trends.

1 135 115
2 145 125

CHIC ROOM
Spacious and welcoming, including a lounge area with convertible sofa to sleep 1 or 2.

2 175 155
3 185 165
4 195 175

CHARMING SUITE
The must for those who like to please others, or themselves: a genuine two-level suite, in the very heart of the property, 
offering views over the grounds and the natural environment around: multimedia lounge, vast dressing room, huge 
bathroom - a dream of a room, and a journey in its own right! 

2 240 220

STABLES CHALET
This modern wooden annexe offering views over the surrounding countryside is reminiscent of the farm’s former equine 
vocation. Tastefully decorated in a resolutely modern style, the lounge offers a convertible sofa to sleep1 or 2 extra guests

N.B.: This room is not within the establishment’s old buildings. It is a recent annexe. Please bear this in mind when booking..

1 120 100

2 130 110

3 140 120

4 150 130

Treat yourself to comfort that’s better than home!
YOUR GUEST ROOM
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Tourist tax and breakfast included - Breakfast for visitors: € 12
Wi-Fi is free of charge. Our rooms are not equipped with 
televisions: expect to disconnect!

Bath robe: Kit included in our rates - Renewed kit: € 5

Pool access: free of charge for our guests 
from 7pm and on Sunday from 9am to 11am and from 5pm to 9pm

Private pool access by appointment from Monday to Saturday: € 20

Complementary 1st Sauna session during your stay (please book) Private sauna session by appointment: € 20

Cot free of charge upon request Pet supplement: € 10

YOUR COUNTRY SPA BREAK

MA CHAMBRE : Je m’offre une immersion au calme 1 ou 2 nuits 3 nuits et +

CHAMBRE COSY
Idéale pour de courts séjours, le confort n’est pas oublié avec une décoration mêlant souvenirs et clins d’œil au présent.

1 135 € 115 €
2 145 € 125 €

CHAMBRE CHIC
Spacieuse et chaleureuse, avec son salon dont le canapé peut se transformer pour accueillir 1 ou 2 personnes 
supplémentaires.

2 175 € 155 €
3 185 € 165 €
4 195 € 175 €

CHARMING SUITE
The must for those who like to please others, or themselves: a genuine two-level suite, in the very heart of the property, 
offering views over the grounds and the natural environment around: multimedia lounge, vast dressing room, huge 
bathroom - a dream of a room, and a journey in its own right! 

2 240 € 220 €

STABLES CHALET
This modern wooden annexe offering views over the surrounding countryside is reminiscent of the farm’s former equine 
vocation. Tastefully decorated in a resolutely modern style, the lounge offers a convertible sofa to sleep1 or 2 extra guests

N.B.: This room is not within the establishment’s old buildings. It is a recent annexe. Please bear this in mind when booking.

1 120 € 100 €

2 130 110

3 140 120

4 150 130

CONVIVIAL SUITE
With family or friend(s), this suite with lounge and two bedrooms is the guarantee of a perfect stay!

2 200 180
3 210 190
4 220 200
5 230 210
6 240 220
7 250 230



– STOPOVER – 
1 night with breakfast & 

Sensory Journey

Zen Stopover 45’ 220 € 335 € 480 € 620 €

Serenity Stopover 90’ 270 € 435 € 630 € 820 €

– GETAWAY – 
2 nights with breakfast & 

Sensory Journey

Far horizons getaway 60’ 349 € 488 € 687 € 876 €

Sublime getaway 120’ 419 € 628 € 897 € 1 156 €

– SHORT BREAK – 
3 nights with breakfast & 

Sensory Journey

Far horizons short break 60’ 404 € 553 € 792 € 1 016 €

Tranquility short break 75’ + 45’ 525 € 795 € 1 155 € 1 500 €

You’ve been dreaming of a relaxing spa getaway...
YOUR WELL-BEING SPA BREAK

A tailor-designed programme including accommodation within the Domaine, breakfast, sensory journey (pool, hammam, sauna, spa care), 
disconnect right now!
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YOUR ROOM: Choose your perfect nest!

COSY ROOM INCLUDED INCLUDED - -

CHIC ROOM +30 €/night +30 €/night INCLUDED -25 €/night

CONVIVIAL SUITE +55 €/night +55 €/night +25 €/night INCLUS

CHARMING SUITE +95 €/
night

+95 €/
night - -

STABLE CHALET - 15 €/
night

- 15 €/
night

- 45 €/
night

- 70 €/
night

MEALS (BOOKING REQUIRED): Whatever you fancy
1 sweet or savoury snack + 1 drink 9
1 hearty salad meal, cheese, dessert + 1 drink 28
Convivial dinner (minimum 4 guests) 32
Alcool supplement (1 aperitif, 25cl of wine) 10

Free of charge up to 
5km (3 miles), please 
ask for a quote for 
longer distances

Ideal for a short stay, attention to your comfort and decoration in a harmonious 
medley of bygone styles and today’s trends.

Spacious and welcoming, including a lounge area with convertible sofa to sleep 1 or 2.

With family or friend(s), this suite with lounge and two bedrooms is the guarantee of a perfect stay!

The must for those who like to please others, or themselves: a genuine two-level suite, in the very heart 
of the property, offering views over the grounds and the natural environment around: multimedia 
lounge, vast dressing room, huge bathroom - a dream of a room, and a journey in its own right!

This modern wooden annexe offering views over the surrounding countryside is reminiscent of the 
farm’s former equine vocation. Tastefully decorated in a resolutely modern style, the lounge offers a 
convertible sofa to sleet 1 or 2 extra guests.
N.B.: This room is not within the establishment’s oldest buildings. It is a recent annexe. Please bear this in mind when 
booking your stay.
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Enjoy a tour of the area, of its sights and activities
YOUR BREATH OF FRESH AIR
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— TERMS AND CONDITIONS —
Body sculpting/Massage/Spa Treatment
The care dispensed here is in the form of beauty 
and wellness treatments, and is not therapeutic care. 
Our care options are, under no circumstances, to be 
considered as medical or paramedical. Medical advice 
is required for any person presenting with pain and/or 
symptoms we are unable to detect or recognise. In the 
case of doubt, our carers reserve the right to refuse to 
dispense a given treatment.
Pool/Hammam/Sauna
Access to the pool, sauna and hammam is privatised 
from 9am to 6.30pm and is subject to conditions.
Basic rules pertaining to personal hygiene must be 
abided by. A bathing suit and clean thong sandals or 
flip-flops, exclusively used for this purpose, must be 
worn at all times.
These services are included for guests booking 
a Sensory Journey package and are valid for the 
predetermined period. Before using the hammam 
and the sauna, all visitors are required to familiarise 
themselves with associated risks. In the case of any 
contraindication or impossibility to use these services 

on the day they are booked, they shall be considered 
as lost and not eligible for any exchange or refund.
Bookings for treatments, massages or body care alone 
to not include access to the pool, the sauna or the 
hammam. These areas may, nevertheless, be booked 
- subject to availability - for a supplement of €20/
person, which offers 30 minutes access to the pool or 
30 minutes access to the sauna or 30 minutes access 
to the hammam, over a privatised session.
As from 7pm, resident guests can enjoy unrestricted 
access to the pool and the sauna (please ask at 
reception - further sessions can be booked at €20/
person). At this hour, the hammam is not available and 
may not be booked.
Bath robe/Towel/Bathing Suit/Flip-flops
Bath robe and towel hire is included in our spa rates. 
Should you fail to return these articles, we reserve the 
right to invoice them at the following prices: bath robe 
€45, towel €25. Fresh bath robe: €5.
We can provide free bathing suits and flip-flops for 
any guests who may have forgotten to bring their own.

Spa care duration & Timetable
When you book, your treatments are scheduled one 
after another and the time spent at the spa is based 
on your total presence and not only on cabin time.
Please come to the spa reception desk 15 minutes 
before your first appointment.
Should you be unable to come, or should you arrive 
late for your appointment, the booked treatment shall 
be invoiced and we shall be obliged to reduce the total 
scheduled treatment time accordingly, or to cancel all 
treatments. (Please refer to the cancellation section)
Certain treatments require specific training. As such, 
we cannot guarantee the availability of all treatment 
options every day. If necessary, an alternative is 
proposed based on the spa carers present at the spa 
on the day of your appointment.
12 year old minimum accompagned child for a 30 min 
maximum treatment.
Gift vouchers
Validity period: vouchers are valid for 6 months as 
from their issue date. The expiry date is indicated on 
each voucher.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

After expiry, Vouchers may not be used and shall be 
deactivated. The Client acknowledges that an expired 
Voucher may not be subject to refund or any other 
monetary compensation in whatever form.
Voucher loss or theft: lost, stolen or falsified Vouchers 
may neither be exchanged nor refunded. The Client is 
considered solely responsible for his/her Gift Voucher. 
The Client may not make any claim against the Domaine 
in the case of loss or theft of a Voucher. The Client is 
duly informed that any attempt to use a falsified or 
stolen Voucher may lead to legal proceedings engaged 
by the Domaine.
Booking/Invoicing/Modification/Cancellation/Non-
presentation/Case of Force Majeure
When you book, a deposit equivalent to 50% of the 
reserved treatment and options is requested. In the 
case of cancellation or modification, this deposit is 
withheld.
Modification at the latest 7 days prior to the 
appointment date: the deposit is used to guarantee the 
new booking. This new booking automatically becomes 
non-modifiable, non-refundable and a second deposit 
covering the remaining sum due is requested in full 
pre-payment (an invoice can be provided upon verbal 
request).

Modification from 6 days to 72 hours prior to the 
appointment: in this case, the booking is non-
modifiable. The deposit is withheld. The remaining sum 
due shall not be requested. In this case, the requested 
modification is considered as a verbal cancellation, 
unless the client confirms the appointment in writing 
to our postal or electronic address.
Cancellation from 6 days to 72 hours prior to the 
appointment: in this case, the booking is non-
modifiable. The deposit is withheld. The remaining 
sum due shall not be requested.
Cancellation less than 72 hours prior to the 
appointment:  all booked treatments remain due and 
the deposit is withheld. The remaining sum due is 
invoiced and debited where applicable. It is permitted 
for late cancelling clients to transfer their booking for 
use by a person of their choice, provided that written 
confirmation is provided by the client to our electronic 
address on the day of cancellation and, at the latest, 12 
hours prior to the appointment.
Non-presentation: should the client fail to attend 
the booked appointment, the booking shall be 
considered as cancelled less than 72 hours prior to 
the appointment.

Case of force majeure: cancellation without payment 
is possible should it be physically impossible for the 
client to travel to the Domaine and/or to attend the 
appointment at the agreed time. A certificate for each 
participating person shall be requested in the case 
of death, accident, incident or medical restriction 
that may affect/render impossible his/her capacity to 
move or to travel. Only incapacity or death certificates 
proving a direct link between the client and his/her 
child, spouse, direct parent or self, shall be considered 
for approving cancellation without payment and the 
reimbursement, exclusively to the client in question, 
of any deposit paid, subject to proof of the validity of 
the said certificate/document proving the case of force 
majeure and providing the reason for the absence of 
prior cancellation of the appointment.
In the case of a booking for several clients, a certificate 
is requested for each person in order for them to 
benefit from cancellation without payment. It is 
permitted for clients suffering from a case of force 
majeure to transfer their booking for use by a person 
of their choice, provided that written confirmation is 
provided by the client to our electronic address on the 
day of cancellation and, at the latest, 12 hours prior to 
the appointment.



La Couture
14690 La Pommeraye 

02 31 69 02 67 - contact@pommeraye.fr
www.pommeraye.fr


